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The world’s global awards for security

 The Outstanding Security Performance Awards (OSPAs) recognise and reward companies, teams 

and individuals across the security sector.  The OSPAs are designed to be both independent and 

inclusive, providing an opportunity for outstanding performers, whether buyers or suppliers, to be 

recognised and their success to be celebrated.

 The awards scheme began in 2015 with three highly successful events in Norway, Australia and 

Germany. Since then additional countries have been added, including the USA, Nigeria, Ghana and 

Romania and in 2017 the very first UK OSPAs took place. 

What makes the OSPAs unique?

 The OSPA are transforming the security world; they are the first and only ‘global’ awards scheme 

in the security industry for recognising outstanding performance. 

 The principles of the OSPAs are that they are independent, credible, respectable and 

transparent. 

 The OSPAs bring together all the leading security associations and groups in countries to celebrate 

the success of security people, teams and companies.

 One of the standout features of the OSPAs is that the categories and criteria for the awards have 

been created following an extensive research project; every country is judged using the same 

criteria.



Associate yourself with outstanding 

performance by becoming a sponsor…
The 2020 UK Outstanding Security Performance Awards (OSPAs) will take place on the Wednesday, 26 February 2020 at the Royal Lancaster 

Hotel, London.  The night will include welcome drinks, a 3-course meal with wine, the awards themselves, entertainment and plenty of 

networking opportunities.  It will be a celebration of the true success stories in the UK security sector.

UK award categories:

Outstanding In-House Security Manager/Director

Outstanding Contract Security Manager/Director

Outstanding Security Team

Outstanding Contract Security Company

Outstanding Security Consultant

Outstanding Customer Service Initiative

Outstanding Security Training Initiative

Outstanding Security Installer/Integrator

Outstanding Event SecurityTeam

Outstanding Security Partnership

Outstanding New Security Product

Outstanding Security Equipment Manufacturer

Outstanding Security Officer

OutstandingYoung Security Professional

Lifetime AchievementAward



There are Category sponsorships

Pre & Post Event Publicity:

 Website Promotion

- Your company’s logo by the category you sponsor on the UK 

OSPAs Enter page 

- Your company's logo, with a description and link to your 

website on the UK OSPAs website (Sponsors page) for the 

duration of the campaign and one month afterwards  

- Company listed on the website as the sponsor for a specific 

category

- Your company name and logo in a pre-event article and the                            

post-event review on the UK OSPAs website

 Email & Social Media Marketing

Your sponsorship will be advertised alongside the other 

category sponsors in the World Excellence Digest (e-

newsletter) and on the OSPAs social media pages

On the Night Itself:

 Tickets

10 Free tickets to the awards ceremony 

 Award Presentation

Opportunity to present the award

 Networking

Excellent networking opportunities on the night

 Signage

- Logo on big screen on stage during the specific award category and 

on sponsors slide prior and after the awards during the event

- Company logo in the event programme

 Positive Association

Chance to get involved in a project that is looking 

to expand in future years and be associated with 

outstanding performance and professionalism

As a Category sponsor, you will benefit from the following:



Category sponsorships available right now

In-house security managers/directors can operate in different ways, they may work as advisors to the organisation 

or be a head of a team or department. Whatever the role, this category recognises those who through security 

expertise, business acumen and/or skilful and innovative leadership approaches, have led the security portfolio 

with distinction. Outstanding performers will be leaders and innovators who are setting examples that others will 

wish to follow.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:

• Discussing the ways in which the role has driven security performance

• Highlighting the factors that enable the manager/director to excel

• Identifying the ways in which the role has influenced wider business operations

• Providing examples of building effective relationships with key stakeholders

• Demonstrating the improvements made to people and/or process and systems

Outstanding In-House Security Manager/Director – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

Employed by a contract security company.

Contract security managers/directors can operate in different ways, they may work as advisors to a client 
organisation or be the head of a team or department on behalf of a client. Whatever the role, this category 
recognises those who through security expertise, business acumen and/or skilful and innovative leadership 
approaches, have led the security portfolio with distinction for both their company and their client organisation. 
Outstanding performers will be leaders and innovators who are setting examples that others will wish to follow.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the ways in which the role has driven security performance
• Highlighting the factors that enable the manager/director to excel
• Identifying the ways in which the role has influenced wider business operations
• Providing examples of building effective relationships with key stakeholders
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding Contract Security Manager/Director – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This award recognises outstanding security teams in the private, public or voluntary sectors – open to contracted 
teams, those employed direct or a combination. An outstanding team is one that has implemented an approach 
which has contributed to the overall performance of the organisation. This can include roles in protecting the 
organisation against different types of threats, some or all of which may be innovative or exemplary, as well as 
showing outstanding performance in enabling the organisation to operate in ways or areas that would not be 
possible without the contribution of the security team.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing how the team creates and implements an effective security strategy and drives security performance
• Highlighting how good security impacts on the wider organisation
• Identifying the factors that enable staff/leadership to excel
• Providing examples of building effective relationships with key stakeholders
• Demonstrating how improvements made to people and/or process and systems

Outstanding SecurityTeam – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises the security consultant – individual, team or company – demonstrating outstanding 
performance in any aspect of security consulting. Consultants often play a key role in security in offering 
expertise and insight which can transform the quality of service, product or system that is offered. It recognises 
the existence of distinct skill sets and crucially the ways these are harnessed and managed to make a difference 
to security strategy and/or practice.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the ways in which the consultant has driven security performance
• Highlighting the key distinguishing strengths of the consultant including leadership skills
• Identifying the ways in which the role has influenced positively wider business operations
• Providing examples of building effective relationships with key stakeholders
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding Security Consultant – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises the company, organisation or individual that operates an outstanding initiative that 
generates sustainable benefits for customers. However security is judged, and there are many different ways, 
the need to generate very positive feedback from highly satisfied customer is always valued. There is a broad 
range of initiatives which can be considered for this OSPA but what they share is an exclusive focus on 
successfully implementing positive change for customers.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the aims of the initiative and how these are focussed on the customer
• Highlighting how innovation is displayed
• Identifying the factors that enable staff/leadership to excel
• Providing examples of improved performance
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding Customer Service Initiative – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises individuals or companies that operate a successful training scheme, which promotes 
outstanding performance and has produced identifiable results. There is a tendency to talk about training and up-
skilling as a good thing in itself. In fact in the very least, training should most often be undertaken in response to an 
identified need, with a programme that is suited to best meeting a skills gap, that is well articulated and delivered, 
and results in and benefits in terms of better performance. This OSPA looks to recognise those who have made a 
difference to improving security practice via training.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the aims of the initiative and how these are focussed on the customer
• Highlighting how innovation is displayed
• Identifying the factors that enable the trainers to excel
• Providing examples of improved performance
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding SecurityTraining Initiative – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises contracted teams, those employed direct or a combination who work to ensure the safety 
and security at events. Whether a major concert or sporting occasion, or an exhibition or conference, the team 
must have displayed outstanding performance and commitment to security at the event.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the key distinguishing strengths of the team
• Highlighting the business approach, specific skills and tactics that underpin performance
• Identifying the factors that enable staff/leadership to excel
• Providing examples of how the team improved security performance
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding Event SecurityTeam – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises a successful security partnership that delivers outstanding performance. ‘Partnerships’ is 
an over used word in security. Frequently partnerships are identified as crucial to good security but often may 
involve little more than collaboration, a very different thing. What is known is that effective partnerships are 
most often the result of good planning around identifiable objectives designed to deliver specific benefits, and 
are typically characterised by good management/co-ordination.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the role of the partnership and the key benefits it provides
• Highlighting the business approach, specific skills and tactics that underpin performance
• Identifying the factors that enable staff/leadership to excel
• Providing examples of outstanding performance for stakeholders
• Demonstrating business benefits and how they are sustained

Outstanding Security Partnership – £5,000 +VAT



Category sponsorships available right now

This OSPA recognises an outstanding manufacturer of products that service the security market. 
Manufacturers of any security product in any market can enter. The winner of this OSPA will have shown 
outstanding performance in manufacturing a leading edge security product (or products), which has 
produced clear beneficial results for customers.

For this category the Judges will be looking for evidence of the entrants’ outstanding performance in:
• Discussing the key distinguishing strengths the manufacturer displays
• Highlighting the business approach and how it meets a distinct market demand
• Identifying examples of business success
• Providing examples of building effective relationships with stakeholders
• Demonstrating how high performance and benefits are sustained

Outstanding Security Equipment Manufacturer – £5,000 +VAT



There is also the Programme/menu sponsorship 

– £3,000 + VAT

Pre & Post Event Publicity:

 Website Promotion

- Your company's logo and link to your website on the UK 

OSPAs website (sponsors page) for the duration of the 

campaign and one month afterwards

- Company listed on the website as the Programme/Menu 

sponsor

- Your company logo in a pre-event article and the post-event   

review on the UK OSPAs website

 Email & Social Media Marketing

Your sponsorship will be advertised in the World Excellence 

Digest (e-newsletter) and on the OSPAs social media pages

On the Night Itself:

 Tickets

4 free tickets to the awards ceremony

 Signage

- Company name and logo on the Programme/Menu 

- Logo on big screen on stage on sponsors slide prior and after 

the awards during the event

 Positive Association

Chance to get involved in a project that is looking to expand in 

future years and be associated with outstanding performance and 

professionalism

As the programme/menu sponsor, you will benefit from the following:



Join the list of sponsors below.  Support this year’s 

UK Outstanding Security Performance Awards and 

sign for one of the available sponsorships.



Sponsorship packages are flexible to fit a 

company’s needs…

Learn more about the Outstanding 

Security Performance Awards by visiting 

the website:  www.uk.theospas.com

For any specific information, please 

contact the sponsorship team by:

Phone: 01892 538 161

Email:  sponsorship@theospas.com 

VIEW VIDEO FROM 

THE 2019 UK OSPAs 

http://www.uk.theospas.com/
mailto:sponsorship@theospas.com%20?subject=Sponsoring%20the%20UK%20OSPAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vg-JBnrwo4&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vg-JBnrwo4&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vg-JBnrwo4&t=

